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Addendum No. 3 
 

Request for Proposals ES-18-06 
PRE-DESIGN AND DESIGN FOR A FULL-SERVICE TRANSFER STATION AT MACKENZIE 

REGIONAL LANDFILL 
 

The addendum is being issued prior to the closing of the RFP to provide further information, make changes to, or to 
clarify the Contract Documents and is to be read, interpreted and coordinated with all other parts of the Contract 
Documents. In the case of a conflict with the balance of the documents, this Addendum shall govern. Proponents shall 
attach a signed copy of this addendum to their Request for Proposals. This addendum shall form part of the 
Contract Documents. 
 

1) Question: Will there be a new scale in a new location, or will the existing scale be relocated, or will the existing 
scale be used as it is? 
 
Answer: RFP ES-18-06 includes the Mackenzie Regional Landfill – Transfer Station Feasibility Study which 
also forms part of the funding approval. Any proposed alternative should include consideration for existing 
infrastructure.  
 

2) Question: Does RDFFG prefer MMCD or CCDC2 for preparing tender documents and tender administration? 
 
Answer: Tender administration and preparation of tender documents will be the responsibility of the successful 
proponent. Proponents must ensure that any tender documents used are legally sound and suitable for this 
project. 

 
3) Question: Are there any immediate plans to close any part of the Mackenzie Landfill? Is there a closure plan? 

 
Answer: All required information is provided in RFP ES-18-06.  
 

4) Question: Is there a geotechnical report available for the transfer station area? 
 
Answer: All required information is provided in RFP ES-18-06. 
 

Date: April 26, 2018 
 
 
Addendum 3 Received. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
              
Signature of Proponent      Name of Proponent 
 
 
 
Inquiries relating to this RFP may be directed to: 
 

Fatima Ansari 
Environmental Resources Program Analyst 

Regional District of Fraser-Fort George 
155 George Street 

Prince George BC V2L 1P8 
Telephone: 250-960-4470 

Email: fatima.ansari@rdffg.bc.ca 
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